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lI. MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONTINUOUS-DATA IPS
CONTROL SYSTEMS_
The objective of this chapter is to develop the dynamic equations and
the mathematical model of the continuous-data iPS control system. The IPS_
model considered includes one flexible body mode and is hardmounted to the
Orbiter/Pallet. The model contains equations describing a torque feed-forward
loop (using accelerometers as inputs) which Will aid in reducing the point-
ing errors caused by Orbiter disturbances.
The equations of motion of the 1PS system are written as











Xs , Zs	translations of the Orbiter
0	 attitude of the Orbiter
s	 a
0.	 attitude of the instrument
X, Z	 accelerometer measurements
M	 7 x 7 mass matrix
D	 7 x 7 damping matrix
i
K :	 7 x 7 stiffness matrix
Q :	 7 x 7 integral control matrix t
,"	
F	 7 x l generalized force vector
The elements of M are:
m11 m0 + m.	 91 ,200 
m 13 1m.(d sm + c) z	 -226
m 14 "1 1 (m bz c	 + r bx	 2,270
m22 m0 + m l 	91,200
M23 M. (d s, m + c) x	 16,6001 
m24 m (-r	 S	 + r	 CO	 3,920i	 b z 	 bx




+ (d	 + C)'
z)	 7.06x106I Oy +	 I iy + M i (( d sm + C) x	 sm
m34
1 iy + mi((d sm + C) z (r bz C	 + r bx S^) + (d sm + C) x (-r bz S	 + r bx C^))
26,700
M41 "14	 21270
M42 = M24	 3,920
M43 = m34 	 26,700






m 55 =	 1.0
m57 = hx = -0-00113






All other elements of M are zero.
--N
3The elements of ID are:
+	
d43	 d44 = Kr = 19.700
d47 = Kra rg = -76.4
d55 = 2^)	 = 44x
d66 = 2i;	 zw	 = 44z i
d77 = 2^bwb = 0.115
A11 other elements of D are zero.'
The elements of K are:
k43 = k44 = Kp = 70,000




= m i (-rbzS^ + rbxCOwa	 = -3.87x106
Y
k47 = KPcF	 = -272 p
k55 
= wX = 986
r




All other elements of K are zero.
The elements of Q are:
q43 	
= K i	1.1x105
q47 -_ Kioss = -427
All other elements of Q are zero.
The generalized force vector is
F = 
CFx	 F	 rcxFz	 rczFx	 0	
0	 0	 hzcFz + hxc FxP	(1-3)
Given the elements of the matrices M, D, K and Q, the equations of
motion of Eq.
	
(,1-1)	 are written as
f





.	 m	 X11S + m 13ps + mi 4p i 	 FX	 : 1-4
(	 )
m22Zs + m^
30s + m240i	 F (1-5)
r
A
M	 X+ m	 Z+ m	 0+ m	 0	 = r	 F- r31 s	 32 s	 33 s	 34 i	 CX z	 czFx (1 -6) j
m41 Xs + 
m42Zs + m43 6s
+ m44
6 
 + KrOs + Krp i + Krorgn
(
• Kp0s + Kp0i + .k45X + k46 	 + k47n + K i fo dt
rr
• K f0.	 idt + Ka fndt = 0 (1-7)i	 ^	 ss
M	 X+ m	 0+ m	 X+ m	 n+ d	 X + k	 X=51 s	 53 s	 55	 57	 55 -	 55 0 ( 1 -8)
mZ+ m




	 n = h 	 F	 +h	 F77	 77	 77	 zc z	 xc x
(1-10)
Without the nonlinear wire-cable and flex-pivot torques, the control
torque is expressed as
T	 =-K0	 -K O• -K0	 -K O• - Kifodt -c	 r s	 r	 i	 p s	 p	 i	 s K.fO.dt
-k45X - k
46Z (1-1 1) f
where K r , Kp , and K 	 are the rate, position, and integral	 constants of the
controller,	 respectively.
The nonlinear torque due to the flex pivot and wire cable can be lumped
into one operator N which operates on p i .	 Thus, the component, -N(E)
should be added	 to Eq.	 (1-11);	 i.e.,
T	 = -K0
	
-KO. -KO	 -KO. -K.fOdt-C	 r s	 r	 i	 p s	 p	 i	 s K.fO.dti
-	 k45 	 -	 k46 	 - 'N (O i ) (1-12)
Solving for X5 from Eq.	 (1-4), we have
X	 - - mi3 0
	










Solving for Z s from Eq.	 (1-5), wehav
 = - 
m23 
0	





Substitute Eq.	 (1-13)	 and	 (1-14)	 into Eq.	 (1-6), we have
- m31m13	 - m









m22	 s	 m22 m22	 z
+ m336s + m
340 i = rcxFz - r
c
ZFx (1-15)




_'	 _ m31 m 14 _ m32m24	 ••
Os + ^m34m33	 m 1 1	 m22 	 i(
(
m 11	 m22 J
r	 F- r
	
F- m31 F- m32 F ( 1 -16)
cx z	 cz x	 m 11	 x	 m22	 z






m14 0.__+	 1	 F	 + m	 ( m23	 _ m24 ^•	 F	 141	 s	 i	 m 11	 x,	 42 m22	 s	 m22	 i	 z m22,m	
ml1	 lit
+ m436S + m44 6  + K ror rgri + k 47p + Kiossfndt - T c = 0 (1-17)
Simplifying,	 the last equation becomes
m13m41	 _ m42m23 1 	 _ m 14m41
	 _ m42m24
1
(m43 ^s + ^m44	 o1 m l1	 m22 J	 ml1	 m22 J
n + k.47n + Kiassfndt - Tc = _ m 41 Fx _ m 2 F+ Krar  ( 1 -13)
9	 22it	











Equations.(]-16), (1- 18), (1-19), (1-8) and (1-10) are now written as
M 0	 + M.O. _ - I r	 + m31 F	 +	 I r - m3^
1
F (1-20)S s i	 i t cz	 m ll	 x	 l cx m22	 z
MkOs + MA + Kr6 rgn + k47r1 + K i ctss jndt - Tc

















































M	 = - 
m51m14 (1-30)v
m11
51Im	 _ mm13 I0
s
- 
m	 m5114 0. + m	 X + m	 Ti+ d	 X + k	 X	 -57	 55	 55
m 51	
F	 (1-31)53	 m11l 1 m11	 1	 55 M11 x
M	 +77n d	 +77'^
_
k	 n	 h	 F77zcz + hxcFx
(1-32)







	 r + m31 F + 1 r - m32 lF	 (1-33)




Q _ _ Mk O _ Krorg n _ k47 n _ Kioss j,,dt + 1 Ti	 Mn s	 Mn	 Mn	 Mn	 Mn c





Z0 _ Mr ^. _ m67	 _ d66 Z _ k66 Z	 "'62 F	 (1-35)
m66 s m66	 m66	 m66	 m66	 m22m66 z




d55 X _ k55 X _	 m51 F	 (1_36)
m55 
s m





k77 n + zc F + xc F
	 (1-37)
m77	 m77	 m77 
z m77 x
The control torque Tc is given by Eq. (1-12).
The block diagram which portrays the differential equations of Eqs.
(1-33) through (1-37) is shown in Fig. 1-1. - The nonlinear element which
represents the nonlinear torque due to the flex pivot and wire cable is also
included in the block diagram. The signal flow graph representation of
r
Fig. 1-1 for the purpose of evaluating the determinant is shown in Fig.
1-2. The dynamics of tj is eliminated since they do not enter the determinant
of the signal flow graph.
Applying Mason's gain formula to Fig. 1-2, the determinant of the









Flex-pivot S wire-cable torque
nonlinearities
-'"41	 'n42
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u k45Gx s 3 + ^^- G Z S 3 - K s - K	 Krs 2 -Mks 3,
	
+ 5	 66	 P	 0=1 8(- 3
	


















Rearranging both sides of Eq. (1-38), we have
	
(	 M	 M	 11
M s M n s 3 + M s INs + Kps + K i + K r s 2 - my k45Gxs 3 - mr k46GZS3l
	
l	 55	 66	 11
+ M i [;w—
Mu 
k4 Gx s 3 + M^m46 GZ S 3 - K s - K i - K rs 2 - Mk s 3 l = 0
55	 5	 66	 p	 J
Dividing both sides of the last equation by the terms that do not contain
N, we get the equivalent linear.transfer function that the nonlinear element
N sees,
Geq(S)	 (M M - MM )5 3 + M K s +,K. + K s 2 - v k G s 3 - E-	 G s3is n	 k	 s p	 i	 r	








x	 m66 Z	 '	 r J
	
For the system parameters given, Gx = G 	 thus, Eq. (1-42) is simplified to
k
M s rs2 + d55 s + 551
S I	 M--
» »








+ l	 m55	 , k





Substitution of the system parameters into Eq. (1-43) with
Ms
 = 7056977.95











1.002077x10 -4s(s2 + 44s + 986)G(s)eq 	
= s + 45.96676s + 1107.4783s + 2257.769s + 7374.0808s + 10823.48765
(1-44)
)
It is interesting to note that the system shown in Fig. 1-1 is of the
	
a
lith order. However, since the dynamics of rj do not enter the picture on
	
i
the stability of the nonlinear system, and since Gx = GZ , the transfer function
seen by N is only of the 5th order.
12
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gII. PREDICTION OF SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATIONS OF THE CONTINUOUS- 	 I
DATA IPS SYSTEM WITH WIRE-CABLE AND FLEX-PIVOT NONLINEARITIES
The equivalent transfer-function Geq (s) in Eq. (1-44) can be plotted
in the gain-phase coordinates together with the plot of -1/N of the nonlinear
element for stability analysis. The describing function of the combined flex-
pivot and wire-cable nonlinearity using the Dahl model has been derived in
[1]	 In this earlier report a simplified model of the IPS system was obtained
by assuming that all but motion about two of the seven degrees of freedom of
axes are negligible. Only motion about the scientific instrument axis and
the mount rotation were considered.
For the purpose of comparison, the equivalent transfer function that
the nonlinearity sees for the simplified IPS in [1] is repeated as follows:
G (s) =	 0.0013946s(52 + 0.0012528s + 0.0036846) 	 (2-l)
eq	 s + 16.7s + 222.6s + 279.806s + 5.857s + 5.13855
when the integral control constant K  is 10 6 . The zeros of this transfer
function are s = -0.0006264 + j0.06069764 and s = 0.0006264 - j0.06067674.
The five-poles are at s = -1.381,35, s = -0.0031956 + jO.135895, s = -0.0031956
- jO.135895, s = -7.65618 + j11.946,_and s = -7.65618 - j11.946. 	 It was
concluded in [1] from the gain-phase plot_of Geq(s) versus the -1/N(A) plot
that the simplified IPS may have a sustained oscillation that is characterized
by the frequency of w = 0.16 rad/sec. Depending on the values of the para-
meters of the wire-cable and flex-pivot.nonlinearities, K WT and HWT , the
amplitude of oscillation of c, which is comparable to 0 1 in this report,
lies between 3x10-8
 to 3x10-6 for K I	 106
The equivalent transfer function of Eq. (1-44) is plotted as shown in
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have the same system parameters as the simplified	 IPS system studied in [l].
Thus, the natural frequencies of the two systems are different.
	 From Fig.
i
2-1	 it	 is'observed-_that the G eq (s)	 and -1/N	 loci would	 intersect only at
very low frequencies and when the amplitude of oscillation 	 is extremely_
small.	 For	 instance, at w = 10
-3
 rad/sec, the amplitude of oscillation r
i	 -10is approximately '10 	 and for all	 practical	 purposes this can be regarded
i
as zero.	 Thus, the IPS model 	 considered here would not exhibit sustained
oscillations due to the wire-cable and flex-pivot nonlinearities.
It is of interest to investigate the poles and zeros of the transfer
function of Eq.	 (1-44).	 The poles and zeros of Geq (s) of Eq.	 (1-44) are
tabulated as follows:
zeros:	 s = 0,	 -22 + j22.4053565, 	 -22 - j22.4053565
poles:	 s _ - 1.66963,	 -0.123519 + j2.5232
-0.123519'- j2.5232
-22.025 + j23.0467 )i1	
-22.025 - j23.0467
The natural	 frequency of the dominant poles of the Geq (s) of Eq.	 (1-44)
is found to be at 2.5232 rad/sec.	 This	 is much higher that that of the
transfer function of Eq. 	 (2-1).	 Furthermore,	 the two zeros listed above
i	 are very close to two of the poles.
r
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III. DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE CONTINUOUS-DATA
NONLINEAR IPS CONTROL SYSTEM WITH DAHL MODEL ANDt
ONE FLEXIBLE BODY MODE
t	
The IPS control system with one flexible body mode and the nonlinear
flex pivot torque modelled by the Dahl solid friction model-(i = 2) is
simulated on the digital computer. A block diagram of the IPS system is
shown in Fig. 1-1. For the Dahl model with i
	 2, the following parameters
are used:
y = 9.2444 x 10"
T
FPO = 2.25 x 10-3 N-M
The objective of the computer simulation of the system is to verify
and/or clarify the analysis results obtained by the describing function
method in Chapter 11. Although the describing function method analysis
in Chapter If does not yield precise results for possible amplitudes and
frequencies of sustained oscillations, it does indicate that for the sets
of system parameters used if sustained oscillations were to exist the
amplitude of oscillation would be approximately less than l0 - radians and
the frequencies would be less than 10-3 radians/sec.
Since the significant time constant of the IPS system is very long,
it would require a long computer simulation time to verify the existence
or nonexistence of a limit cycle.' Normally, the possibility of sustained
oscillations could be checked by using two computer simulations, one with
initial conditions that correspond to above and the other with initial
conditions that correspond to below the value of the predicted amplitude
of oscillations.	 If a sustained oscillation exists then the simulation
»	 with initial conditions below the predicted amplitude will result in a
response that oscillates near the predicted frequency and _increases in
M
16
amplitude. Also, the simulation with initial conditions that correspond to
an	 initial	 amplitude above the predicted amplitude will 	 result	 in a response
that decreases in amplitude and oscillates near the predicted frequency.
However,	 since the analysis of Chapter II	 does not predict any specific
sustained oscillations,	 the method described above must be changed.
Since the analysis of Chapter	 11 provides no specific candidates for
amplitudes and frequencies of limit cycles	 (or theamplitude and frequencies
are all extremely small),	 it may be necessary to check for the absence of
limit cycles-.	 The absence of limit cycles can be verified by showing that
the responses of the system due to any initial conditions actually decay to
zero as	 time	 increases	 indefinitely.
Again,
	
since the time constant of the 	 IPS system is very long,	 the
simulation of the system response by a digital computer may 	 involve excessive
computer time.	 Since	 if sustained oscillations were to exist, the possible
frequencies of oscillations would be less than
	
10 -3 rad/sec,	 the simulation y
time required would be in excess of 27T x 10 3 sec.	 Also, a double-precision
program with 30 digits of accuracy would be required, 	 since the amplitude of
9
oscillation must be	 less than	 10- 9 radians.	 Instead,	 the results from the
t
simulation will
	 be used to verify that the oscillations of the system are a
damped out at a mode that
	
is practically	 independent of the nonlinearity. 1
As a means of exciting the system, an	 initial	 perturbation of 0i(0)
10- 9 radians was applied to the system.
	 Two simulations of the system were
completed for two extreme sets of wire cable parameters(I T
 and H41T^'
The responses of O i
	for both of these cases are shown in Figs. 3-1 	 and 3-2.
These responses indicate that the influence of the wire cable parameters on
the system response is very
	 insignificant.-	 In addition,.the frequency of
}
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oscillation is approximately 2.5 rad/sec,•which is approximately 10 4 times
greater than the maximum possible frequency of oscillation. Also, the envelope
of the response is decaying with a mode of a _ -0.1239, where 1/a is considered
as the time constant. Hence, the system over the 50 sec interval of simulation
	 F
time has a response due to a pair of poles at s = -0.1239 + j2.5 and s = -0.1239
- j2.5, which is approximately one of the pairs of poles of G eq (s). Thus,	 Y'
the system oscillates at the dominant mode of G eq (s) as expected, if the system
had no limit cycles and the nonlinearity were replaced by a unity gain element.
This implies that the nonlinearity has very little influence on the the system
response under the simulated conditions, and that no limit cycles exist.
	 s
Since the size of the feasible amplitudes predicted is so small, at least
15 digits are needed to carry out the 50 seconds of computer simulation.







Figure 3-1. Computer simulation program of continuos-dato (PS system.
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IV. DISCRETE DESCRIBING FUNCTION OF THE COMBINED
WIRE-CABLE TORQUE AND FLEX-PIVOT NONLINEARITY
In the last three chapters the continuous-data IPS system with the
combined nonlinearity of the wire-cable torque and flex pivot is studied.
The describing function analysis is applied to the continuous-data system.
In the present chapter the digital IPS system with the combined
nonlinearity is considered. The block diagram of the system is shown in
Fig. 4-1. The combined nonlinearity is represented by the block N. The
digital system is characterized by having the sample-and-hold units which
have the notation S/H. In order to apply the discrete describing function
technique, a sample-and-hold.unit is inserted in the path of the nonlinearity
N
The objective of the investigation is to study whether self-sustained
t;
oscillations will occur in the digital IPS system. 	 If self-sustained
r
oscillations do occur, as they most likely will in a digital nonlinear
system, what are the amplitudes and frequencies of these oscillations 7
4.1 Discrete Describing Function of the Combined Nonlinearity
The discrete model of the combined nonlinearity of the wire-cable
torque and the flex-pivot characteristics is shown in Fig. 4-2. The zero-
	
order hold at the input of the combined nonlinearity is deleted, since 	 l
there is already a zero-order hold at the output of N.




WTSGN(O i ) + KWT"i	 (4-1')
or





















0 /	 i Flex-pivot
torque
Figure 4-2.	 Discrete model of the combined nonlinearity
of the wire-cable and flex-pivot torques.
i	 WT	 WT i	 i — (4-3)p	 we
zl
where HWT	 is	 in N-m,
	 WT in N-m/rad. O i 	 s	 in rad,	 and Twc (O i )	 in N-m. €	 ,.l
It has been established that
	
the Dahl	 solid	 rolling friction charac-
teristics can be approximated by the nonlinear 	 relation,
dT	 (0 . )
FP	
'd0.	 - y(TFPI	 TFPO)'i
(4-4)
where
i = positive number
{




TFPO = saturation bevel of TFP
For	 i	 = 2,	 Eq.	 (4-4)
	
is	 integrated to give




-)--	 Oi > 0
FP	 FPO
(4-5)




 and C2 are constants of integration, and
TFP	
TFP 0	 > 0 (4-7)
TFP = TFP	
_
Oi < 0 (4-8)
The constants of integration are determined at the	 initial point where
O ii	 =	 initial	 value of Oi
I
TFPi	
initial value of TFP
Then,





0'	 > 0 (4-9) x
—^-C2 = -0 ii	 YET	 + T
FPi	 FPO
pi < 0 (4-10)
The describing function analysis depends on the assumption that	 the•
s	 input to the nonlinearity is a sine wave. 	 Let O i (t) be described by the
cosinusoidal function,
O i (t)	 Acoswt (4-11)
r
Then, 0i (t)_ -Awsinwt ( 4-12)
Thus, Oii, _ -A
> 0 (4-13)
Oii	
= A Oi < 0 (4-14)
Y







C2 = -A - —_ 1
Y( T	- TFP i	 FPO
(4-16)
Substitution of	 Eqs.	 (4-11)	 and	 (4-15)	 in	 Eq. (4-5)	 and simplifying, the




R R 1 + 20- 	 coswt)
+	 (4-17)T (t) = TFP	
FPO 2(1 - coswt) + R 1 l
which is valid for O i > 0 or,






R = _ 1 +ja2 + 1 = TFPi {4-19)a	 a2	 TFPO
Similarly, for O i





TFP - TFPO 
2(1 - coswt) + R + 1
which is valid for 2k7r < wt < (2k + 1)Tr, k = 0, 1, 2,
The relations for TFP and TFP in Eqs. (4-17) and (4-20) together with
those of TWC (0 i ) in Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) are used for the derivation of the
discrete describing function of the combined nonlinearity. As shown in Fig.
4-2, the total torque disturbance due to the combined nonlinearity is given
by
T _ TWC 
+ 3Tn	 FP
R	
+ all - coswt)
= HWT + K.WTAcoswt + 3TFP0 a	
1	 2	
1	 Oi > 0 (4-21)
2 (1 - coswt) + R - 1
Tn _ TWC + 3T FP
R	 a
R + l - 2(1	 coswt)
-HWT + KWTAcoswt + 3T FPOa
	
1	 Oi < 0 (4-22)
2(1 - coswt) + R + 1
For the discrete model we let
0 i (t)	 Acos(wt + $)
	
( 4-23)







O i (z) _	 Acost2Nk +	 z-k	 (4 -24)
k=0
N = 2,3,. .	 Or, in closed form,
(z - cos2^r/N) cos¢ - s i n27r/N-Azs.i nL
0 i (z)	 zr- 2zcos27r/N + 1 	 (4-25)
The z-transform of Tn (t) is denoted by T n W. Then, the discrete describing
^r	 h
function of the combined nonlinearity is defined as
Tn (z)
N (z) _ 	 (z)	 (4- 26)
The discrete describing function (DDF) for N 	 2 is derived separately 	 im,
in the following section.
4.2 The DDF of the Combined Nonlinearity For N = 2
Let Tn(kT) denote the value of Tn (t) at t = kT. For N = 2, the signal
T* (t) is a periodic function with a period of 2T. The z-transform of T*(t)
is written as R
x
	T n (z) = Tn(0)(1 + z-2 + z_4 + 	 ) + Tn(T)(z-1 + z -3 + .	 )
Tn (0) z2 + Tn (T) z
Z2 - l	 (4-27)
For the cosinusoidal input of Eq. (4-23), the corresponding expression
for TFP (t) and TF P (t) are
R	
a




Oi > 0	 (4-28)







TFP (t)	 TFPO	 1 a Oi < 0	 ( 4 -29)
R + 1 + 2^1	 - Cos (Wt +
respectively.	 For t
1
kT,	 the last two equations become




R 1+ 2 1 - cos (2Nk +
T+ (kT) = T	 0. > 0	 (4-30)FP	 FPO	 1	 + a 1 - Cos (27rk +
R - 1	 2 ^-	 N
R R
l	 - 2 ^1 - cos (2,k + c^)^
T-FP (kT) = TFPO	 1	 + 2- ( 1 - Cos( 2Trk + )	 Oi < 0
	 ( 4-31)
	
. R + 1
	
2^	 N





Substitution of Eqs. (4-32) and (4-27) into Eq. (4-26), we have
T (z)
	
T (0) z + T (T)
N(z) - On (z	 A z-	 1 cosh	 (4-33)
Also, for N	 2, z = -1; the last equation is simplified to
T (0) - T (T)
N(z) - n2Acoso 
n	
(4-34)
For N = 2,
Tn(0) = Tn(0)	 0 <	 <	 ( O i > 0)
=T+ (0)	 7r < 	 <27r (0 i <0)
Tn (T) = Tn ( T) 	 0 <	 < 7T (0 i > 0)
Imo.	
= Tn (T)	 f <	 <2n (O i < 0)
Then, Eq. ( 4-34) becomes	 i
T - (0)' - T+(T)
N(Z) - ”	 n2Acos^	 0 < < 7r	 (4-35)




w <	 <27	 (4-36)
2Acos^





F(z) _ _ N(Z (4-37)
Using Eqs. (4-2), (4-3),	 (4-30)	 and (4-31), we have





(0)n = HWT + Acos^ + 3TFP0ICWT 1	








T_n(0) _ -HWT + KWTAcos^ + 3TFP0 1	 a (4- 39)
R -	 1	 + 2 (1	 - cosh)
R 
R 1 
+ 2^1	 - Cos (7T +)^
1
T+ (T)n = H+WT Acos (^ + 7r) + 3TKWT	 FPO	 1	 +
R
--a 0
 - cos Or +
1
-	 1 2
= HWT RK	 Acos^ + 3TFP0WT




R _ 1 + 2 0 + cosh)













Thus,	 for 0 <
_
<	 Tr, ^t




















1	 + allR + 1	 2 - cos)
3
For Tr < < 27,
R R	 i + 2(1 - cosh)
T^(0) - T^(T) = 2KWTAcos^ + 2H WT+ 3T FPO 1 a
. R
--1
+ 2(1	 - cosh)
R	
a
R + 1	 - 2(1 + cosh) (4-43)
1	 + a-(R + 1
	 2 1 + cos)
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4.3 Properties of F(z)	 1/N(z) for N •= 2 as A -> 0 and A -> oo
The properties of F(z) for N = 2 as A -> 0 and A	 are now investigated.
These properties will be useful in the.determination of the critical regions




Jim F(z)	 lim -1/N(z) _ -1/KWT
	for all	 (4-44)
Proof:	 From Eq. (4-19),
R __ - 1 + 3a 2 +1 (4-45)
R - 1
	
-1 - a+a• +
R	 -1+ 3a + 1
1	
_	 a	 (4-47)R- 1	 -1 -a+
1	 a	 (4-48)R+ 1 -1 +a +3fir
i
and a 2yATFPO'
Let F+ (z)	 F(z) for 0 <	 <7r. Substituting Eq. (4-35) into Eq. (4-37),
we have	
j








A-)--	 A-	 n	 n
Substituting Eqs. (4-39) and ( 4-40) into the last equation and using Eqs'.
(4-45) through (4-48), we get
^..	 ^ •	 ._	
-	
_.	 __ +.m^c^urmaoc.-^z _ ^,. 	 ^cr	 _._	 L1SWiYWyk.
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I i m F+ (z)
1im	
2Acos^
-1 +a+	 a	 -1 +a+	 aA-'°°	
_ l + a + a +	 2 (1 -cosh)	 _ 1 _ a + a^T + 2(1 +cosh) +
	
3TFPO -1 + a + a +^ + 2-0 - C00)	 -1	 a + a + + 2(1 + cosh)




A-wo 2 - 2 (1 -
	
cos-Y )	 -a+ 2 (1 + cosY)
3T	 -	 + 2KWTAcosY 2HWT
	
FPO 2 + 2(1
	 cos Y)	 -a + 2(1 + cosY)
1
	= Jim	




FPO + 2 "WT AcosY - 2H WTA-^. KWTAcosY	 KWT s
Similarly, for Tr < ^ < 2Tr , F - (z)= F(z) ,	 )'
__	 -2Acoslim




-1 +a+	 a	 -1 + a+ 1	 a
	A-%- +	 -cosY)	 - (1 +cosY)a-1 - a++	 2	 _ -1 +a+a+	 2
3TFPO	 a	 all -cosY)	 a a	 + all +cosY)
-1 +a+a+	 2	 -J+a++	 2














+ 2KWTAcosY + 2HWT
+
FPO	 J	 a(J - cosY)	 l +
,
a(1 + cosY)
2 2	 T 2





Iim F(z) = lim - N(z) = 0/1800 + tan-1 
cosh	 for all	 (4-51)A-+O	 A-+0





-1 +3a —+l 
	
a	 -1 + a+ T
	 a
A-'0	 - l + a + a +	 - 2(1 - cosh) _ -1 - a +v/a 4+  1 + 2 (1 + cosh)
3TFPO	 a	 + all - cosh}	 a	 + all + cosh)
-i +a+a+ 1 2	 -1 - a+	 2





- a 0 - cosh)	 _	 a	 +
l	 a
a 0 + cosh)
^ J
	3TFP0 1 a l + 2KWTAcos^ - 2HWT1	 + a + 2 (l	 -cos¢)
-1 + a +
2.0
  + cosh)
= 1 
.
im	 ? Hose = 0/00 for O< ^ < 7r/2
A40	 WT
= 0/1800 for 7r/2 < <
Similarly,
	
for Tr <	 < 27T,
1 im F - (z)
A-*0
lim -2Acos^
A-*o +- I	 a^+	 +
-1 -a+3a l+ 1
a (1	 -cosh)	
-12
1 + a +









ll	 - cos )2	 -.1
a






1 j  F•- (z) = 1 km	 -2Acos^
A-+O	 A-YO	 a	 + a (1 - cosc)	 a	 - a (1 + cosh)
-1 +a	 2	 1 +a	 2
3T	
 1	 + all - cosh)	 1	 + all + cosh)
1+ a	 2	 1+ a	 2
+ 2KWTAcos^+21-1WT
lim	 -2Acos^
A-}0 2KWTAcosc + 2H WT
0/1800
 + tan - I cos¢	 = 0/180'	 3Tr/2 <	 <2Tr
cosh
= 0/00	 Tr <	 <31r/2	 Q.E.D.
4.4 The DDF of the Combined Nonlinearity For N > 3
A general relation can be derived for the combined nonlinearity for
N > 3.
In general, the z-transform of the output of the combined nonlinearity
may be written as
co N-1
Tq (z) _ I





z  - 1




N (z) = n	 =	 k=00. (z
(zN - 1) 1 (Acos 2Ni. + q) z-k
k=0








N - 1 
k=0	
(N > 3)	 (4-54)








Tn (kT)zN-k (z z - 2zcos2N + 1)
N(z) = N_O (4-55)




N-k-1T (kT) z n
N(z) =	 k=0 (4-56)N-2
_	 j 2irk/N	 27r	 27rA(z - 1)	 (z	 a	 )((z - cos	 cosO - s i n N i no)N)k=2
j 27r/3For N=3, z = e
T (0) z2 + T (T) z + T (2T)n	 n	 n
N(z) = A(z -
	
1)((z + 0.5 coso - 0.866sino (4-57)
Similar expressions can be obtained for N = 4, 5,	 with z identified
with ej27r/N.
In general,
Tn (kT) = T- (kT)	 0 < 2 rk +	 < 7r
(4-58)
= T+ (kT)	 7r < 2Rk +	 < 2 7r
4.5	 Asymptotic Properties of -1/N(z) for N > 3 as A Approaches Infinity
The-following properties of -1/N(z) 	 are found for N > 3. The proofs
of these properties can be obtained the same way as those for N = 2 by
3
replacing	 by	 + 27rk/N.
_	 (a)	 Jim	 (-1/N(z)) _ -	 l	 for all (4-59)
A^	 ^T
(b)	 lim	 -1/N(z)l = 	 1	 for	 all (4-60)
A-	 KW r
Y
(c)	 l im	 (Arg(-IA(z))	 = 1800	for all ( 4 -61)
1
a
4.6	 Asymptotic Properties of -l/N(z) 	 for N'> 3 as A Approaches Zero
The following properties of -1/N(z)






(a) For N > 3, and for a 1 1




(b) For N > 3, (N = odd integers)
Jim Arg (-1/N(z)) _ - l + 3N + 2k1 7. +	 (4 - 63)
A}0	
))
for kTr/N < ^ < (k + 1)7r/N, k = 0, 1, 2, 	 (2N - J ) .
(c) For N > 4, (N = even integers)




+ 4k1 T. +	 (4-64)
A-}0	 l N JJ
for 2k7r/N < ^ < 2(k + 1)7r/N.
In view of the properties of -I/N(z) listed above, the following theorems
are generated.
Themem 4-3.
For even integral N > 3, the magni.tude and phase of -1/N(z) repeat for
every	 = 27r/N radians.
Themem 4-4.
For odd N (N > 3), the magnitude and phase of -1/N(z) repeat for every
_ 7T/N radians.
4.7 Discrete Describing Function Plots of the Combined Wire-Cable and
Flex-Pivot Nonlinearity - The Critical Regions
The discrete describing function, N(z), for the combined wire-cable
and flex-pivot nonlinearity is derived-in the preceding sections. The plots
of F(z) = 1/N(z) together with the plot of G eq (z), which is the linear
transfer function that N(z) sees, in the frequency domain allow the study of





Computer programs for the evaluation of the -1/N(z) for N = 2 and
N > 3 have been prepared. The listings of these programs are given in Tables
4-1 and 4-2, respectively.
For N = 2, the expression for F(z) _ -1/N(z) is given in Eqs. (4-35),
(4-36) and (4-37). Figure 4-3 shows the F(z) plot for N = 2 in the gain-
phase cop.•rdinates with 0 < A < - and all values of ^.






In view of Theorem 4-1, Eq. (4-44), the most important parameter among those
listed above is 
KWT	
since when A approaches infinity the magnitude of F(z)
approaches I/ 
KWT- 
However, as shown in Fig. 4-3, the F(z) plot stays on the
-1800 and -3600 axes for N = 2.
The discrete describing function N(z) for N > 3 is given by Eq. (4-54)
or Eq. (4-56). Figure 4-4 shows the gain-phase plot of F(z) = -1/N(z) for
N = 3. The curves for several values of ^ between 0 0 and 600 are plotted to
illustrate the effect of varying the phase of the input signal to the non-
linearity. It should be noted that for N = 3, Theorem 4- 3 states that the
values of F(z) repeat every 60 degrees starting from
	
_ 0 . As the magnitude
of the input signal, A, approaches infinity, the magnitude of F(z) becomes
1/KWT which is -40 db in this case, since K WT is 100. On the other hand,
as A approaches zero, the magnitude of F(z) becomes zero or -- db, and the
phase of F(z) is bounded by -3000 and -2400• for all values of ^. When the






Table 4-1. Computer program ' for the computation of the discrete describing
 function of the combine flex-pivot and wire-cable nonlYnearity
' of the |PS. N = 2.
L;	 CALCULATION FOR — I/N(Z) FOR COMBINED NONLINEARITYYN=2
COMPLEX GNIYGN2
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Table 4-2. Computer program for the computation of the discrete describing
' function of the combined flex-pivot and wire-cable non7inaarity
of the IPS. N GE, 3.




PHI vP(15),pI,RHD,GHMMH,H^THRT,H FAA FR. ,HWT,KWT,TO
REAL PP,RR,HRR,R1,R2,R3,R4,HH2,TC,PHIK,PHID,pIK,TWM,TWP
COMPLEX 6V,TTC1JM
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Table 4-2.	 (Continued)	 43
j F:=(-1 . ii:,'AA)+.'-..A :T( (AA +•AA +1 . f1) rr (AFi+AA) )






f^ DO 2 k::=i vNI
F'I`t;.=(2 . 0+F'I+FLOAT(K)) ( FLOAT( t'iI)
 )
F'HIf::=F'HI+PIl::
I F (PHI K. GT . (2. I i+F' I 	 )PH I K=F'H Ii-`-c. 0+F' I
T!At•i=-HI,.IT +f;I0 T+A+ C0:-: r: F'H I f::; )
TWP=HINT+F :
 WT+A++_ 0:3+:: F'H I k::
I y (F'HIK .LT .F'I )1-70 TO 6
GO TO 7






I-- (NI.LE. , )GO TO	 Iii
Z `:I- M = Z — 2++t1
'. I! M H = Za { M t•{ *	 7= i_I t•1
3 CONTINUE
10i 1=:Ot•iT I tit IE
TZ=(Z-1_0:-:(F'F')	 (PHI	 It'i(PP)+:-:It'i (PH I'^





GDB=r 0. +AL0I;1 0(13MA I= )
G 'HA::E=F:AII +ATAH2 (I= c , IS 1





105 FOFa'1AT ( 	 F'E24.15
9 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE 
8 1=:ONT I t' UE
100 F3F'MAT( ,.-.' ± : D E ,- ., C R I B, I N IS	 FI IN C TIDN
	 Or	 1-:0MBINELI
	 t'i0NLINEAF:IT''r •')
11:11 F0RMAT	 A''±1 0 ::.,	 PHA:-:E'',10X9— II F,`'•1CI;;,''MAISNITUDE`::^
102 FOF't'1AT
	 5:	 `N_'	 F4 '- i'^
11 0 F RMATi:.:`,5X:
	'`I^AP1INR=`±IFE12.#`•^
1 i 1 FORMAT(5X ±
	 HI,IT=' +F	 .2'
112 FORMAT (5X , 	 F,_. c)


























Figure 4-3. Discrete describing function plots of combined flex-pivot
and wire-cable nonlinearity for the IPS. N = 2.
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Figure 4-4. Discrete describing function plots of combined flex-pivot
and wire-cable nonlinearity for the IPS. N
	 3.
46
1/K WT in db; when the values of TFPO' Y, and HWT are varied, the shape of
the curved portions of the plots in Fig. 4-4 will be changed. However, in
general, the impact of the variation of KWT will be the greatest.
The F(z) plots for N = 4, 5,6,8, 10, 20, and 50 are shown in Figs. 4-5
through 4-11, respectively. For N = 4, the F(z) plot extends from -3150 to
-2250 as ¢ varies. For N = 5, the span of the plot is -2880 to 2520.
For stability analysis, it is sufficient to consider only the bounds of
the F(z) plot for a fixed N. Self-sustained oscillations characterized by
the period Tc = NT, where T is the sampling period, may occur if Geq(z)
intersects with any part of the F(z) plot. The region bounded by all the
F(z) curves for a given N is defined as the critical region. The critical
regions for the combined nonlinearity for N > 2 are the regions that are
bounded by the F(z) curves for ¢ = 00 and ¢ = 27r/N for N = even and ¢ 	 Tr/N
for 14 = odd.
As N approaches infinity, the discrete describing function N(z) approaches
the describing function N of the continuous-data nonlinearity, as shown in
Fig. 4-1'1.	 It is observed that as N increases the width of the critical
region becomes narrower. As N approaches infinity, the critical region of
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-5. Discrete Describing function plots of combined flex-pivot
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Figure 4-7. Discrete describing function plots of combined flex-pivot
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Figure 4-8. Discrete describing function plots of combined flex-pivot
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~	 '	 Figure 4-9. Discrete describing function plots of combined flex-pivot
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Figure 4-10. Discrete describing function plots of combined flex-pivot
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Figure 4-11. Discrete describing function plots of combined flex-pivot




a	 1. Final Report, Research Study on IPS Digital Controller Design, V-76,
Systems Research Laboratory, September 1, 1976.
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